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Sutekh - The Pop Culture and Board Game Society

Everything a university student needs to navigate the wild
world of board gaming and nerd culture
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Welcome To Sutekh!!
About Zweihander
Hello, Dear Reader!
Before we embark on a journey into the nature of the nerdiest society at USYD, you
should first know what this mysterious booklet you are reading is. The Zweihander
is a German word meaning “two-hander” and is predominantly used to describe a
massive great sword, which has made many appearances in pop culture (like the Dark
Souls games). This book isn’t actually a sword, it’s just a fun fact.
This Zweihander is Sutekh’s official magazine, to showcase all of the wonderful things
this society has to offer, allowing you to jump right into our events. In addition to this,
the Zweihander acts as a medium to show off our amazing community through their
personal submissions!

What is a Sutekh?
A good way to explain who we are at Sutekh is to explain how the name Sutekh came
to be.
Contrary to popular belief, the name Sutekh is not an acronym, even though it has
the requisite ‘SU’ at the front of it. Sutekh is actually the name of a fictional Egyptian
god from the classic British science fiction TV show, Doctor Who. Back when we first
started, in the 70’s, USYD societies had to start with ‘SU’. Our founders, who were
originally just starting a Doctor Who fan club, decided to be creative and cleverly
subvert the ‘SU’ rule by naming the society after the fascinating Doctor Who villain
since the name began with the letters ‘SU’. Decades later we still use it because we
like the name.
Did you find that explanation of our society’s name long-winded and convoluted?
That’s what our society stands for!
Sutekh is one of the broadest reaching societies in USYD that represents all aspects
of popular and nerd culture. At our events, you will see people crowded around casual
card games, discussing the latest Marvel movie, playing board games with more pieces
than you thought was possible, getting a little too passionate about Mario Kart, and
delving deep into the depths of ancient dungeons in search of glory.
Outside events, it’s not uncommon to see heated debates lasting many hours on our
Discord server. Have you ever wondered how comfortable a pile of gold would be for
a dragon to sleep on?
So, what is a Sutekh? A bunch of nerds, geeks and normies having a great time!
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A Wild Exec Team Appeared!!
Presidential Address

Honestly I’m just glad we’re finally back. It took about two years of bouncing back and forth,
are we online? Can we do stuff in person? What can we get away with? But we are finally back.
But we aren’t JUST back. We are back with a VENGEANCE! We spent the last few years
building up our strength, our reserves, our plans, and our need to just leave the damn house.
WE ARE BACK AND BETTER THAN EVER! We have a massive team of inexhaustible
exhausted execs that have been working hard to make this year the best year, better than any
year before. If you joined this year then you’re in luck. If you joined previously then this will
be worth the wait and every struggle through Zoom calls and online classes.
We are back with a massive ZWEIHANDER. We are back with the Sci-fi and Fantasy section
of the Library of Alexandria. We are back with a pile of board games taller than the Pyramids
on Mars. We are back with both Friday Pizza and Games, and our Wednesday event. We are
back with a new and exciting event EACH AND EVERY WEEK. We are back with SUTEKH
CAMP 2022. We are back with the same acronym lost to time.
				
					! WE ARE BACK BABY !
So welcome newcomers and returning members. Welcome to a community where no matter
your interest, there will be a group just as passionate as you. I can’t wait to meet all of you
and I can’t wait for you to meet all of us, starting with me I guess… (none of us got to pick
our titles)

Our Glorious President

So hi! I’m the president, not entirely sure how
that happened but we’re here now. I joined
in my first year at uni and have stuck around
ever since, walking into my first Friday event
changed me forever I think.
I was never all that into board games and was
a fledgling nerd at best but as soon as I was
sat down at a table and thrown in the deep
end learning how to play Root, I was hooked.

Joel

President
Armour Class: 0
Hit Points: 32767
Speed: Sitting

STR
3/5
Stars

DEX
:)

CON
B+

INT
15

WIS
no

You like jazz?

CHA

From there it was just a short hop, skip and
a jump into playing 8 hour games of Twilight
Imperium 4 and Terraforming Mars. Three
years later I’m in my 4th year of Mechatronic
Engineering and Sutekh is still one of the best
parts of uni for me.
I’ve met so many people that have made
Sutekh such an amazing space for me, and I
want to help make Sutekh amazing for you.
See you around!
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The Librarian of Mt Doom
Welcome to a new year of geekery! I’ll be your
reclusive librarian (once again, this title is mine
for eternity, muahahaha!).
I’m currently studying my Masters of Architecture,
so I can usually be found in the library screaming
at printers or in the FabLab spending all my
money on models.
I’m always happy to talk about books, tv shows
and movies, craft projects, DnD, Lancer, MtG,
board games and anything else that sounds fun!

Jess Yarrow

Vice President (Library) / Guardian of the Cage
Armour Class: Squishy
Hit Points: 42
Speed: 15ft

Str
12

Dex
15

Con
6

Eclectic
Knowledge
100

Sleep
0

Mom
FriendTm
500

If you are a fellow book-lover, you’ll be interested
to know that Sutekh has a library which is now
open for loans! Check out the library website for
the membership sign-up and to check out our
digital catalogue of novels, comics, movies and
RPG books.
This year we will be updating the collection, so
keep an eye out for new titles and fundraising
book sales.

A Rogue El-Event-al

Charlie Haddad

Hello and welcome to Sutekh. I am Charlie (he/
him) and will be the Vice President of Events for
this year. I’m a third year student doing a Bachelor
of Education and Bachelor of Science.

Vice President (Events)
Armour Class: 12
Hit Points: 11
Speed: 30 ft.

Education
2nd

Maths
3.14

Physics
3*10^8

Completion
10(0)%

Gaming
Skills
8

Wisdom
-∞

I play a lot of video games, most of which I complete
to 100%. The mainline Nintendo games (Mario,
Zelda, Pokémon, etc.) are some of my favourites,
but I’ve recently gotten into a lot of JRPGs.
The past couple of years have been very difficult
on the event side of things with the typical online
games night being the main attraction. However,
this year, with covid permitting, things will be
different. Over the past break we have come up
with a variety of events to accomodate everything
that is pop culture. With almost a new event every
week we will have something to suit your interests.
Our first event occurs on the 18th with Pop
Culture Trivia. Bring a friend or two, or introduce
yourself to our wonderful community
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The Demon Lord’s Secretary

Kelvin the Fair-Clough

Heya!

Secretary

Armour Class: 16 (mage armour)
Hit Points: 9001
Speed: 5cm/second

Simpery
24

Slippery
18

Festivity
17

Wonderhoi
3

Pomp
31

Style
21

I’m Kelvin, a long time Sutekh exec
and our Secretary for this year. I’m a
big TCG fan and love chatting with
new members about their interests.
Recently, I’ve been getting into the
Vanguard TCG and Vocaloid music.
I’m studying to teach History and
English, so I’m always keen to meet
people who have a passion for the
arts.
Hoping to make lots of new friends
this year, and remember, don’t die
with a clean sword.

A Treasure Hoarding Dragon
Heya!
This is Kawana (she/her), resident nerd
and walking encyclopedia of weirdness.
I am in my third year of a Bachelor of
Science/Bachelor of Advanced Studies
majoring in pestilence and necromancy
(genetics and microbiology) but really I’m
just collecting more knowledge to destroy
people in trivia.
I am really into video games, board games,
reading, music, and I love to make things.
I have pretty eclectic interests, so chances
are we’ll have some common obscure
interests we can chat about, so I can’t wait
to meet you at one of our many events!
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Kawana

Treasurer

Armour Class: 10
Hit Points: 12
Speed: -1 ft.

Str
5

Dex
-11

Con
12

Int
20

Wis
0

Cha
3

The RPG Officer of the Lake

HELLO EVERYBODY!!!!!!
You can call me Kendrick. I’m the RPG Officer of
SUTEKH this year. I WAS an angry Bard-Barian
with a penchant for percussion, and taste for the
sweeter things in life. BUT ENOUGH ABOUT MY
CHARACTER.
I’m a 4th year, studying a Bachelor of Pharmacy here
at Usyd, and my hobbies tend to jump from thing to
thing, one minute I’m busy crafting something with
my hands, and the next I’m getting thrown around
by someone half my size.

Kendrick

RPG Officer / Member of the Council of Ks
Armour Class: 0.01
Hit Points: 112
Speed: -999 ft.

Str

A Controller

Love for
transformers
999

Dex

Con
Immune

Dice
∞

Room in
bag
0

Error: stat not
detectected

I personally enjoy many of the aspects of RPGs, both
the in-character developments and the crunchiness
of combat, but at the end of the day, it’s the entire
experience that seals the deal for me. In terms of
how Sutekh operates with RPGs, we have group
sign-ups at the start of the semester, gathering both
veterans, fresh-faced story tellers, and far-flung
travelers. These tend to be individually run by the
respected GMs. Additionally peppered throughout
this semester, there will be some RPG centered
events.
Hope to meet a bunch of you and trade stories.

Ethan Yin

An Overconfident Publicity Officer

Hello everyone. I’m your friendly not so
neighbourhood publicity officer!! As you can
tell, I’m full of bad jokes and worse references,
so be ready for a year of that!!

Publicity Officer
Armour Class: 2
Hit Points: 42
Speed: 9.6652e-16 light years

Writing
2

Social
Media
1

Procrastination
100

Int
20

Real Int
10

Humour
-10

I am in my fourth year of uni but in my third year
of studying Architecture and Civil Engineering.
As always, we do not talk about 2019.
In general, I like all things nerdy including but
not limited to D&D, anime, comics, movies,
board games of all varieties, and of course
books!! As you can probably tell, I’m indecisive
with everything and like to indulge myself in the
widest variety of culture.
My job at Sutekh? I’ll be your go to guy for
reminders on upcoming events, meetups and
random opinion pieces written by yours truly.
I look forward to seeing all you guys at uni!!
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The Ethno-Cultural War-Master

Will

Howdy, I’m Will (he/him), the Ethnocultural
Officer here at Sutekh and I may or may not
(yeah, I wish) be a Vampire Lord of the Kastelai
Dynasty (Or the Blood Dragons for all you Old
World (RIP) enjoyers out there).

Ethno-Cultural Officer
Bravery: 10
Wounds: 5
Move: 6ft

Range
1

Attacks
5

To Hit
+5

To Wound
3+

Rend
-2

Damage
1

I’m currently in my Third Year, doing a Bachelor
of Economics majoring in Economics and
Ancient History. I am somewhat obsessed with
the Warhammer hobby, from the gritty historical
pastiche of the Old World, the burgeoning mythos
of the Mortal Realms to the Grim Darkness of
the Far Future, feel free to approach me at one
of our events or on social media for a game or to
just chat about modeling, painting, lore etc.
Zack, Lina and I form the triumvirate of execs
tasked to foster Sutekh as a positive and inclusive
space for any and all members, so don’t hesitate
to reach out to any of us if you feel unsafe or have
any problems in general as we will try our best
to solve them.

The New Member Guild Master
Hey there!

I’m Ben, your friendly neighbourhood new
members officer. I’m in my honours year,
majoring in cosmic horror (philosophy and
maths), but I’ll happily chat with you about
anything science if ethics and metaphysics
aren’t your thing.
New to the society or shy about joining in at
an event? Come find me and I’ll show you
around and get you in on the action. I’m a
huge board game fan and D&D lover, so I’ll
be found wherever those are happening.
I look forward to meeting you at our main
Friday board game event, one of our RPG
days, or any of the other varied events we’ve
got lined up this year!
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Ben

New Members Officer
Armour Class: Yes Please
Hit Points: 68
Speed: 2 feet

Str
10

Dex
12

Con
9

Wis
15

Int
x

Cha
11

The I.T. Doomsday Weapon

Hello there! I’m Jarod, and I’ll be your
IT Officer this year. This will be my
second year in a Bachelor of Software
Engineering. I love board games, like video
games, and tolerate Star Wars (for the cool
spaceships). I’ve been playing Magic: the
Gathering since I was legally old enough
and Minecraft since before it was cool.
While we’re at it, I would also like to assure
the wider Sutekh community that, despite
rumours, I do not have any deep-seated
psychological issues related to collecting
Lego. The rate at which I acquire Lego
is normal and healthy, and I am perfectly
capable of stopping at any time I wish. This
hobby is not having a significant impact on
my financial stability or interpersonal
relationships.

Jarod

I.T. Officer
Armour Class: 2ish
Hit Point: 19
Speed: 10 Lines of code

STR
NaN

MTG
UR

CON
3

INT
Sometimes

LEGO
90,000

CRINGE
21

Please believe me.

K

Sponsorship Officer / Member of the Council of Ks
Armour Class 3.14
Hit Points: Went to bed at 7am
Speed: oof ft.

Clubs
15
MAGIC
the
gathering

PEPE
Spicy
ADVENTURE
100

INT
Last
Braincell
HOTEL
TRIVAGO

The Globe-Trotting Sponsorship
Officer
Hello, my name is K (like the letter) and
I’m Sutekh’s sponsorship director and selfproclaimed adventurer! When I’m not peer
pressuring retail outlets to sponsor us, I’m
hitting my Switch, Magic: the Gathering
cards, or WASD.
I joined Sutekh because I love getting
involved in the USyd Community, and I’m
currently in 14 other clubs!
I’m also a huge book nerd, so please ask
me about the wonders of acid-free paper
anytime. Or like, literally anything to do with
books. Hope to see you soon, and be sure
to stay safe from any asbestos-filled secret
passageways!
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The LGBTQ+ Wizard/Mad
Scientist

Zack

LGBTQ+ Officer
Armour Class: 11 (14 with Mage Armour)
Hit Points: 22 (5d6)
Patch Count: 20+

Str
9

Dex
13

Int
15

Wis
11

Con
10
Cha

Cha real
smooth

Gentlefolk, ferals and domesticated cryptids,
you now behold the words of Zack (he/they),
avid daydreamer, dragon enthusiast and your
LGBTQ+ Officer this year!
I’m in my third year of a Bachelor of Science,
majoring in Transmutation (Chemistry/Math),
though at any given moment I’m likely thinking
of my next D&D character, trying to engineer
some terrible wordplay or recalling some piece
of arcane trivia.
At Sutekh, we foster an inclusive environment,
as a place to celebrate the diverse and wonderful
nerdy things we all love. I want to make sure
every person feels safe, welcome and included,
and I look forward to meeting you.
So if like me, you love trying new things, you
should come along to one of our events and play
along with our motley crew!

Queen of Queens
Hi there! I’m Lina, the Women’s Officer of
Sutekh. I have iron deficiency, it’s my whole
personality now but it also makes me very nonthreatening as I can easily be blown over by a
very mild gust of wind, so feel free to approach
me if you have any questions, concerns or just
for a chat!
I’m in my fourth year, majoring in philosophy
and international and global studies (but we
don’t talk about INGS). Fair warning: I will try
to debate you on random philosophical topics
when I get drunk. The trick is to just agree with
me every time.
I’m interested in the pop culture side of Sutekh
and I mean like the really mainstream pop
culture side (because I’m definitely not a nerd I
swear), so if you’re also basic af and into all the
mainstream music, films, tv, and games please
befriend me!
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Lina

Women’s Officer
Armour Class: 9 (Iron deficiency)
Hit Points: 7 (Iron deficiency)
Speed: 21 ft.

STR
2

DEX
69

CON
9

INT
99

WIS
99

CHA
100

Trenchcoat General Exec 1
Hey there! I usually go by Kade, but others
call me Joohoyoo, KJ or Girthy Chungus
(and sometimes chungie). Anything works
really. I’m one of the general execs this
year!
At first, I rolled an artificer (mechatronic
engineer) but scrapped it for a multiclassed
archaeology and marine science degree
at the beginning of my second year. Now
starting year 3 of my new degree.

Kade

General Exec/Member of the Council of Ks
Armour Class: 17
Hit Points: 25
Speed: 9.1444 m.

Str

Dex
15

Con
18

Int
14

Wis
2

Cha
10

Needs
Improvement

My two main hobbies are HEMA (medieval
swordfighting irl) and playing any PC
or tabletop RPGs. Recently, I’ve been
suffering from a crippling Final Fantasy
XIV addiction. I probably need help.
Looking forward to meeting you this year
and teaching you how to play Mao!

Trenchcoat General Exec 2

Christian

New Members Officer
Armour Class: 12
Hit Points: 75
Speed 0.5 ft.

STR

60kg on a rowing
machine

DEX
2 Mullet
Fingers

CON
12
Beers

INT
9 + 10

WIS
See Left

D&D
Always

Hey everyone! My name’s Christian and I’m
Kade’s executive twin. I’m in my 3rd year of
a Bachelor of Arts and Advanced Studies.
I indulge in all things pop culture: video
games; board games; RPGs; tv shows; films;
nothing escapes my purview.
D&D holds a special place in my heart
for being the first hobby I picked up and
became obsessed over when I first started
university.
Anyways, that’s all from me. If you
ever want to support me in my quest of
removing episode 22 of Star Trek: The Next
Generation’s Season 2 from the canon, feel
free to hit me up!
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The Editor who’s been here the
whole time

Ethan Yin

Editor

Hello everyone, I’m your friendly not so
neighbourhood Editor!! Wait have we already
met each other?

Armour Class: 2
Hit Points: 42
Speed: 9.6652e-16 light years

Writing
2

Social
Media
1

Int
20

Real Int
10

Procrastination
100
Humour
-10

Picture (frame will be removed
when picture is added

I am in my fourth year of uni but in my third year
of studying Architecture and Civil Engineering.
As always, we do not talk about 2019.
In general I like all things nerdy, including but
not limited to D&D, anime, comics, movies,
board games of all varieties, and of course
books!! As you can probably tell, I’m indecisive
with everything and like to indulge myself in the
widest variety of culture.
My job at Sutekh? I’m the one writing this right
now. Other than that, I look okay in sunglasses.
I look forward to seeing all you guys at uni!!
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Adventure Awaits!!
We’re Going on a Camping Adventure!!
Thats right! Sutekh’s semi-famous annual camping trip is back and
better than ever.
Come along for three days of board games, questionable choices and a
whole lot of fun!

When?
The camp will take place between the 18th and 21st of April, which just so
happens to fall in midsemester break. It’s almost as if we planned it that
way. Wait, we did?

How do I secure a spot?
During the semester a form will be released through our Discord,
Facebook and directly to your email. From there you will be able to sign
up and pay (price to be determined).
Here’s a little inside knowledge: you gotta be fast as spots are limited and
could sell out quickly. Keep your eye out for further updates as the date
approaches.

A Wild Joel in
the Field
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The Hitchhiker’s Guide to our Upcoming Events
Weekly Events
Mondays 4-6
Every Monday, we will be hosting one of our special events. These will be completely
unique events for the semester, with a different activity each week. To keep you up to
date, all of these events will be announced two weeks before the date.
So keep your timetables clear on Monday!

Wednesdays 4-6: Cards and Cartridges
Wednesday is our Cards and Cartridges day. Here you can come and enjoy a mixture of
casual card games like Anomia and Codenames. You can also come for our extensive
switch library, where you can enjoy multiplayer games like Overcooked, Mario Kart
and Mario Party.
Wednesday is our most casual, relaxing day and is definitely one you should attend if
you want to kick back and have a good time.

Fridays 6-10: Pizza and Games
Friday is our infamous Pizza and Games night. Every week, come to the Holme
Reading Room for $5 pizza and all the board games you ever dreamed of! Secret
Hitler, Betrayal at the House on the Hill, Dixit, Red Dragon Inn and dozens upon
dozens of other titles are available to play with friends old and new.
Friday is the main attraction of every week and is a surefire way to make friends and
have a good night.

Want To Know More?
Want to know about our special events? Want a nice ordered calendar so you can plan
your lives around us? Head on over to pages 24-25 which has everything you need!
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The Library of Alexandria

Sutekh’s grand library, run by Jess, is one of the largest society run collections of
books and manga within USYD!
Whether you’re looking for niche fantasy books lost to time, a thrilling sci-fi
adventure novel to tide you over or even to satisfy an urge to jump into our extensive
manga and comic collection, the Sutekh library will have something for you.
To top it off, your Sutekh membership gives you full access to the library and our
collection without any charge!! All you have to do is jump onto our library website:
https://www.librarycat.org/lib/Sutekh_USyd
On the website you can become a library patron. This will allow us to contact you
about your book loans and get the book to you at one of our events. Once your
request has been approved, we will contact you with your login and you can start
browsing our books!
Just search through our collection and choose the book you want to borrow. We will
then extract the book from our collection, and you can arrange to pick it up at any
Sutekh event.
If you have any further questions about how to access our library, queries about
what books we currently have, or issues you’re experiencing, feel free to contact our
librarian at vp_librarian@sutekh.org.au. You can also ask one of our helpful execs
on our Discord or Facebook. In the meantime, happy reading!
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Fellow Adventuring Societies
The party doesn’t end at Sutekh! Throughout the university, you can find other fun
filled societies to satisfy your other interests. We have listed some of Sutekh’s friends
in this section, but don’t be afraid to venture forth into the unknown.

WASABI
USYD Japanese Cultural Society more commonly
known as WASABI.
Konnichiwa!
We are WASABI!! - Usyd’s Japanese Cultural
Society!
Whether you’re thinking social events, such as
meet and greets and Izakaya, food events such as
yakisoba, parfaits and sushi, or cultural events such
as kimono-wearing and tea ceremony, we’ve got you
covered.
You don’t have to know any Japanese to join so come
along to build new friendships, grab some free food
and enjoy!

SUANIME
Into anime, manga, cosplay, vtubers or
other anime-related subcultures?
Looking for a chill society to make new
friends? Come join one of the LARGEST
just for fun societies in USyd!
We run events from drawmeets,
trivia and drinks nights to cruises and even
camps~~ With our huge range of different
events there’s bound to be an event you’ll
enjoy!
So come along to SUAnime and enjoy a
vibrant university life with like-minded
people!
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SUSOG
Society of Gamers (SUSOG) does all things
gaming, fighting games to FPS to RTS and
more, we have you covered!
Doesn’t matter if you play casually
or competitive, we have events ands
tournaments to keep everyone happy.
We have also partnered up with Sydney
University Minecraft Society to host a
server.
Sign up for free and join our discord for
daily in-houses at 8PM and tournaments
throughout the year as well as LAN parties,
meetups and trivia!

SU POKEMON LEAGUE
The SU Pokémon League is a place where
Pokémon trainers of all kinds can get to
know one another and make friends!
Our events are fueled by the love of Pokémon
battling and trading where we range from
playing the popular Nintendo Switch games
together, strategising Pokémon teams on
Pokémon Showdown, or even adventuring
through the city for Pokémon Go.
With weekly events both in-person and
online, our club is the go-to for
Pokéfans of any type!
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MIXSOC

Hey all! Mixsoc here! We’re the Multiracial
Intercultural Experience Society (MIXSOC) at USYD;
the only society for mixed race and
multicultural students.
Our society aims to bring together students with
diverse life experiences and upbringings to create a
fun and safe community where different students of
mixed ethnic backgrounds can feel they belong.
Our major events include picnics, speed-friending,
trivia nights, pub crawls, international food festivals
plus more! Along with frequent collaborations with
other friendly societies at USYD, we also host regular
online events on discord as well as language exchange
meetups on
campus.
So if you’re interested, keep your eyes peeled for
future MIXSOC activities and collabs!

PUZZLE SOC
Nice to meet you! We’re the USYD puzzle society!
We’re a fresh new socety that started halfway
through 2021 and we love doig puzzles and brain
teaers of all sorts!
If you’re into logic puzzles like sudokus, escae
rooms, crosswords or any other puzzles, ths is the
society fo you!
On top of that, we also run and solve puzzlehunts,
whch are like treasure huts but on paper where
figurin out what to do is half the fun!
Come check us out! (Note to editor: we didn’t spellcheck this at all, please help!)

T h is sp el lc h ec k
h a s b ee n le ft a s
th e
a n exer ci se fo r
re a d er
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It’s Dangerous to Go Alone
This is the section of Zweihander that showcases the work of you and your fellow
Sutekhians. Sutekhites? We love to showcase all creative works in our society,
whether its your D&D world, warhammer paintings, long winded rants on tv shows
or video games, and everything in between.
by Jarod Grining

Party

Wrong Party Review

Wrong Party, stylised somewhat confusingly as Wrong
, is yet another
adorable casual card game by Unstable Games. Each round, a random party theme
is revealed, and the aim is to assemble the perfect guest list. The twist? There are
four conflicting party themes: family-friendly, costume party, political party, and raid
party – i.e., Dungeons and Dragons. In case you hadn’t noticed already, the gag here
is that ‘party’ has multiple meanings, and the game conflates them so that you’ll be
sending a Wine Mom on a quest to save the kingdom while the Wayward Warrior
spectates the presidential debate.
The core gameplay is picking the right guests for the party theme. Wrong Party is
a drafting game, meaning you invite guests by picking them from hands that are
passed around the table. You also uninvite guests, which allows you to strategically
stop your opponents from taking them. Generally, you want guests that match the
current party’s theme, but there are also individual likes and dislikes that need to be
accounted for, as well as unique guest abilities.
At the end of the round, each player reveals their guest list one by one, and you
score points based on how many theme-appropriate guests you’ve picked, and how
many of their likes match the party, and how many of their dislikes match, and the
individual extra points listed on their cards, and then you score bonus points if you
have a majority of matching guests, and if you have at least one of every theme, and
then you score points from any specific abilities written on your cards…
Are you lost yet? So are most players at this
point.
Don’t get me wrong. The draft experience
in Wrong Party is top-tier. There are plenty
of factors to consider when choosing which
guest to invite, yet the overarching four-theme
mechanic takes a lot of the mental load off,
which is especially helpful for new players.
The problem is when the mental load gets
dumped back onto you five times heavier, only
now it’s without any actual gameplay. Tallying
up scores takes about the same time as the
draft, and the only decisions made in this
phase are triggered by the occasional special
ability – and in those cases, the choice is
usually obvious anyway.
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I have nothing against detailed scoring systems with lots of maths… in a game like
Twilight Imperium or Root, where it’s just a small part of an immense, rich ocean
of gameplay. Wrong Party is more like a shot glass worth of gameplay, which is
nice in its own way, but the scoring phase can sometimes make it feel like you’re
drinking the shot through a straw, which is frustrating because it not only defeats
the point of having a shot, but the straw is much too tall for the glass and keeps
falling over and making a mess.
In this analogy, the mess represents players making mistakes in scoring. In some
rounds I found I didn’t really care if I’d missed a point from a like, because I was
sick of staring at the mess of tiny symbols and trying to re-commit to memory
which interests were relevant during each round. Eventually, most people just
want it over and done with, which isn’t a good feeling to have about something that
takes up half of the total game time.
On top of that, the likes and dislikes mechanic doesn’t actually improve the game
with its added complexity. The effect of likes is almost always static once the party
theme is revealed, so they’re not a dynamic consideration you have to weigh up so
much as extra, unnecessary numbers you have to crunch to calculate every card’s
real value. There’s a huge missed opportunity here for a mechanic with more
substance and meaning.
That said, Unicorn Games didn’t hold back on its trademark silly flavour, and this
is the perfect game for it. Every single card in Wrong Party has a splash of often
subtle comedy – the Basic Witch holding a pumpkin spice latte, for example.
There are even multi-card jokes, such as the political Alien In Disguise and its
logical opposite Alien Not In Disguise. With so much observational humour in the
art and the various subtle references, this might be the funniest game I currently
own.
It’s a shame, because there isn’t much of an opportunity to notice these things
when your mind is constantly on the numbers. Still, it’s a solid drafting experience
overall, even though the card-picking strategy is executed awkwardly. I’d
recommend this game for groups of 3-5 who either don’t mind doing a lot of maths
on the fly, don’t care about playing optimally, or want their hearts to melt over the
Bunny Dressed As A Kitty. I wouldn’t blame you. It’s worth the cost of the game
alone.
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Painted Miniatures

by Will Ma
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More Miniatures

by various members
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Top Five Worst Magic Commanders

by Jarod Gaming (not Grining)

Everyone knows the best Magic: the Gathering commanders are Atraxa, Praetor’s
Voice, Korvold, the Fae-Cursed King, and Toggo, Goblin Weaponsmith, in that order.
But who dedicates their time and energy to studying the worst commanders in the
game?
I, an unparalleled expert on how to play Magic badly, have scoured all 1,322
possible commanders. After years of searching, I have compiled a list of the five
most comically unplayable commanders Wizards have ever dared to print.

5. Isao, Enlightened Bushi
I’ll admit it’s not the worst creature ever
printed, if a little underwhelming. I might pick
Isao halfway through a core set draft. The real
absurdity of this commander is the implication
of a green Samurai theme when there’s only
one other green Samurai. The second one was
released two decades later, is a literal frog, and
is also pretty much strictly better as a card. Isao
was originally going to be number one on this
list, but I’ll admit it’s technically playable, and
by coincidence, a few more green Samurai are
being dropped with Kamigawa 2: Neon Boogaloo
this weekend. Still not an excuse to ever build
this deck, but we’re getting there.

4. Gosta Dirk
The actual gameplay behind this dude really
doesn’t do his art justice. Seven mana for
a 4/4 with first strike would make most
players nauseated, but to give Gosta his due,
he does have another ability. That’s right,
all of those infuriating Merfolk will have to
take the long route thanks to his islandwalkblocking effect. But hey, maybe your best
bud is working on an islandwalk tribal build,
and you’re a really terrible friend. If that
sounds like you, this classic Legends piece
sells for a smooth $60 on the market today.
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3. Ishi-Ishi, Akki Crackshot
Speaking of your entire deck depending on
unlikely plays from opponents, have you ever
considered a mono-red build that serves the sole
purpose of countering an already niche strategy?
If so, Ishi-Ishi has you covered. Finally, you
can punish your opponents and their pesky Eye
of Nowhere shenanigans with a free Shock to
the face. Never mind that this clinically insane
goblin dies to Spikefield Hazard.

2. Gallowbraid
Have you ever wanted to do nothing and die?
This visual and mechanical abomination from
Weatherlight has you covered. Maybe you really
need a trampler in black. Maybe this is the only
Phyrexian you can afford. Even then, you should
probably just proxy something better and hope
nobody notices. Not only does Gallowbraid drain
your life for no reason, it does so exponentially,
so you can be sure that your commander will
lose you the game in no time at all.

1. Haakon, Stromgald Scourge

Look, despite what this list might imply,
mono-black isn’t the worst colour choice for a
commander deck (that honour goes to monowhite). That said, the biggest requirement for a
good commander is arguably being able to use
them. Resurrecting Knights is a sweet ability to
have at the helm, and thanks to Eldraine, it’s not
an impossible tribal theme to pull off in black
alone. It is, however, impossible when you literally
can’t cast your commander, ever. I can envision
some way of tricking an opponent into copying
a Road of Return under your control and then
discarding Haakon to finally get him into play, but
that seems a tad improbable.
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Where to Find Us?
You want more Sutekh, but you don’t know where to find us?
You’re in luck! Aside from our presence throughout the university, we also have an
online presence where you can chat, play and generally have a great time.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SutekhSociety
Our Facebook, overseen by yours truly, is the first place to get announcements of
upcoming events and outings that happen throughout semester. Along with random
posts from time to time, it’s a good ride.
Discord: discord.io/sutekh
This is our main social platform and our members can usually be found chatting
about a whole array of random things. Most likely debating if sleeping on gold is
comfortable for dragons
Website: sutekh.org.au
This is the go to place to find all of our information and weekly events. If you have
any questions, the answer is probably on our website.

Final Remarks
Hail, weary traveller! I do hope you have enjoyed your time exploring the world of
Sutekh and its many opportunities. You have done well to make it to the end!
As you might already know, I’m Ethan, your editor in chief and collector of all the
things you see in this magazine. First of all, I want to thank you for spending the
time reading through it, as I know a lot of effort from all of our executives went into
creating it.
I also want to wish you a great year going forward. Whether you are joining for your
first quest or you’re a seasoned traveller, we at Sutekh hope that you enjoy your stay
and continue to join us on many more adventures.
That’s all from me!
I’ll be in contact with you soon about this dragon we need slain, so don’t be a
stranger!
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Cheat Sheet to Everything Sutekh
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Back Cover Art Goes
Here
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